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Richmond Heathrow Campaign (RHC) responded to HM Treasury in its recent consultation on reducing
Aviation Passenger Duty (APD) on domestic flights and devolving decisions to the nations of the Union.
RHC’s overwhelming conviction is that the Government should abandon any idea of reducing APD and
instead should increase it to a full and fair share of UK taxes equivalent to levels of fuel duty and VAT
incurred by other sectors of the economy and introduce a carbon quota system at the small number of
airports responsible for most of aviation’s carbon emissions.
Aviation Passenger Duty (APD)
APD was established in 1994 as a surrogate for fuel duty and VAT on air fares. At no time in history has it
been an environment tax. APD is levied on airlines at an average rate per passenger of around £11. It is levied
either at a standard rate or reduced rate and applied in two distance bands - short and long haul. International
journeys are charged on departures only and international-to-international (I-I) transfer passengers are exempt.
APD raised £3.6bn in 2019/20.
RHC estimates full and fair tax on aviation, based on the exemption from fuel duty and VAT, would have been
around £15.8bn in 2019 instead of actual £3.6bn. The shortfall, net of actual APD, was a substantial £12.2bn
(£9.4bn from terminating passengers and £2.8bn from the I-I transfers exemption).
HM Treasury Proposal to reduce APD
There are compelling reasons why a reduction in UK aviation tax would be perverse. At the recent G7 meeting
the UK, as chair, sought to reverse the race to the bottom on corporate taxes. Furthermore, the UK chairs the
critical COP 26 meeting on climate change in Glasgow this year with an overwhelming case for the UK and
other nations to internalise the wholly unsustainable carbon cost of flying. It therefore beggars belief to
discover that the consultation is about doing exactly the opposite by reducing the already undertaxed cost of
flying for business and pleasure.
RHC Proposal to Establish a Full and Fair Level of APD
Aviation is significantly undertaxed. It ranks low compared to other sectors of the economy in terms of
contribution to the UK’s general taxes needed for Government expenditure and servicing of national debt,
meaning other taxes are higher than they need be.
RHC proposed to the HM Treasury that full and fair APD should be introduced to equivalent levels of fuel
duty and VAT incurred by other sectors of the economy starting in 2026 (allowing the industry time to recover
from Covid) and rising in steps from a current 11% of pre-tax air fares to 50% by 2030. RHC estimates
average air fares would rise from around £117 to £160. APD rates could be adjusted if it were thought the full
and fair APD disadvantaged the less well-off and/or the additional fiscal revenue could be used to benefit the
less well-off, for example, by raising the personal tax allowance.
Impact of Full and Fair APD on Demand
Full and fair tax of around £16bn is likely to reduce subsequent demand growth and in turn APD growth,
depending on passengers’ sensitivity to ticket prices. Business travel (15% of UK terminating passengers) is
unlikely to be significantly affected but more so leisure UK residents (50%), leisure foreign residents (25%),
and domestic (10%). Assessment of passenger demand price sensitivity is lacking and is essential.
Depending on passenger price sensitivity, full and fair APD potentially could reduce demand growth to the
maximum allowed by the Climate Change Committee’s Carbon Budgets and air fares might not rise any more
than were demand managed by a carbon tax or by the UK carbon trading or international CORSIA schemes.
Demand Management and Carbon Commitments
The 6th Carbon Budget, December 2020, says aviation’s unconstrained demand growth of 64% (2018 to 2050)
should be no more than 25% for aviation to achieve net zero carbon. The 292 million passengers in 2018
should grow to no more than 365 million by 2050, instead of an unconstrained 478 million passengers.
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RHC recommends demand should not be managed by a carbon tax and APD treated as such for several
reasons. The APD proceeds are best used for Government expenditure and therefore are not available as
required by ‘the polluter should pay principle’ for the polluter to invest in remedial action; the airlines
seemingly prefer carbon trading to a tax and therefore lack support for a meaningful carbon tax; reliance on
taxation is no guarantee that carbon reductions can be achieved. The net result is that a carbon tax may not
provide a full and fair share of UK tax, not mitigate carbon emissions, and not adequately manage demand
growth. RHC recommends APD should be based on passenger usage so as to contribute a full and fair share
of UK taxes and not be used as an environment tax to control carbon.
RHC Proposal to Establish a Quota System to Achieve Net Zero Carbon
Even after full and fair APD, there may be demand, efficiency and fuel replacement gaps in achieving net zero
carbon. Other mechanisms must be developed and introduced soon, otherwise achieving net zero carbon is at
great risk. RHC proposes that instead of a carbon tax or a frequent flyer levy (rejected by the HM Treasury),
there be introduced an airport carbon (or greenhouse gas) quota system over five year cycles, which is driven
by UK Carbon Budgets and airport Action Plans. Airports are best placed, as with the night noise quota
system, to work with airlines on aircraft fleets, routes and operations to meet noise and carbon targets. A quota
system focussed on three airports would cover 80% of aviation carbon emissions - Heathrow 55%, Gatwick
15%, and Manchester 10%.
RHC’s Full Response
RHC in responding to the HM Treasury consultation on aviation tax made further recommendations:
1.
Price sensitivity of passenger demand be assessed in order to plan an increase in APD and introduce a
quota system for managing aviation carbon emissions.
2.
Repeal the APD exemption for international-to-international transfer passengers, which add little or no
value to the UK economy and would be better replaced by UK terminating passengers.
3.
Introduce an APD supplement on flights from the southeast with a commensurate reduction elsewhere
in the UK so as to assist with the Government’s plans for levelling up.
4.
Include consideration of emerging propulsion systems and their impact on aviation.
5.
Include consideration of freight.
RHC supports the HM Treasury:
1.
Retaining APD on both departure and arrival legs of domestic flights.
2.
Rejecting a frequent flyer levy to reduce carbon emissions, adding that it would be unnecessary with full
and fair APD and a quota system for managing carbon emissions.
3.
Increasing the APD international distance bands from two to three, adding consideration be given to a
fourth band between 2,000 and 5,500 miles.
RHC does not support HM Treasury:
1.
Reducing APD on domestic flights,
2.
Devolving APD to the Union nations or using APD to micro manage the economics of domestic routes,
adding that APD should be a general tax with the proceeds shared with the nations and that there are
other tools available to support viability and connectivity of domestic routes where appropriate.
RHC’s full response to the consultation is 26 pages long in answering the specific questions and examining
the issues in detail using DfT data and the 6th Carbon Budget and as a check - the Delft Report, 2013:
‘Estimated revenues of VAT and fuel tax on aviation’. See www.richmondheathrowcampaign.org
Contact details:
Peter Willan, BSc Eng(Hons), MBA, ARSM, FCMA, FEI, HonRCM,
Chair, Richmond Heathrow Campaign, Action@richmondheathrowcampaign.org

https://richmondheathrowcampaign.org/apd
RHC represents three amenity groups in the London Borough of Richmond upon Thames: The Richmond
Society, The Friends of Richmond Green, and the Kew Society, which together have over 2000 members.
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Aviation Tax Reform
HM Treasury Consultation
Response from Richmond Heathrow Campaign
14 June 2021
INTRODUCTION
1. This Report is a written response from the Richmond Heathrow Campaign (RHC) to the HM
Treasury Consultation titled ‘Aviation Tax Reform March, 2021'.
2.

The Consultation covers options for reducing Air Passenger Duty (APD) for UK domestic
flights and options for re-structuring APD on international flights to better reflect the increase
in carbon emissions with distance and a Frequent Flyer Levy. The Treasury favours a reduction
in APD on domestic flights, an increase from two to three distance bands for APD and no
Frequent Flyer Levy.

3.

RHC represents three amenity groups in the London Borough of Richmond upon Thames: The
Richmond Society, The Friends of Richmond Green, and the Kew Society, which together have
over 2000 members. The members of our amenity groups are adversely affected by noise from
Heathrow Airport's flight paths, poor air quality and road and rail congestion in west London.
We acknowledge Heathrow's contribution to the UK economy and seek constructive
engagement in pursuit of a better Heathrow. We are an active participant in the Heathrow
Community Noise Forum.

4.

Our premise is that it would be preferable to aim for a better Heathrow rather than bigger
Heathrow and to capitalise on the world beating advantage of London's five airports, in
particular by improving surface accessibility to all five airports, which would be a major benefit
to users. We believe aviation growth should be shared across the UK and not concentrated at
Heathrow and other South East airports. Our approach is to continue supporting the case for
no new runways in the UK and we believe this is well supported by the evidence produced by
the Airports Commission and the DfT in relation to the Airports National Policy Statement,
2017 and by the Climate Change Committee in its Sixth Carbon Budget, 2020. We seek
aviation net zero carbon and now with electric propulsion on the horizon zero noise and zero
air pollution - the three zeros.

5.

Over recent years we have undertaken extensive research on Heathrow and submitted a large
number of papers to the Airports Commission, the DfT, CAA and others, which can be found
at https://richmondheathrowcampaign.org/apd

6.

We use data on UK passenger numbers and APD for 2016 to illustrate the issues. The raw data
which we processed in 2017/18 was provided to RHC by the DfT in connection with the
Government’s Revised Draft Airports National Policy Statement (APNS), October 2017. We
have not had the resources or data access to update the data but extrapolation of the 2016 data
to 2019 on the basis of 267 million UK passengers per annum (mppa) in 2016 and 297 mppa
in 2019 provides a useful basis to illustrate the points we wish to make. In regard to forecasts,
we have drawn on the Climate Change Committee’s 6th Carbon Budget, Dec 2020, which
ranges from 2018 to 2050. We would welcome access to up-to-date data from the DfT and
await the DfT’s consultation on Aviation Decarbonisation.

Continued/
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AVIATION TAX REFORM
THE GOVERNMENT’S INITIAL POLICY POSITION ON DOMESTIC APD
Q1. Do you agree with the government’s initial policy position that the effective rate of
domestic APD should be reduced? In your view, what would be the positive and negative
effects of such a change, particularly in light of the government’s objectives for aviation tax?
Response: No, domestic APD should not be reduced. The consultation does not explain or
provide evidence for a “fair” level of taxation on aviation and a reason for the taxation to be reduced
either in total across the UK or by variation at specific airports.
1.

We recognise that the aviation sector considers that aviation taxation is too high, and that it
considers that the high rate of aviation taxation has an adverse effect on employment and
international competitiveness. We also recognise that there are political pressures to devolve
APD regulation to Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland and that a reduction in domestic APD
foreshadows the potential outcome and that there are parts of the Union which are not as well
served by transport links as other parts. But neither the partisan view of the industry on its
taxation nor the politics are robust and sufficient reasons for a reduction in APD taxation. We
strongly recommend an increase in APD, as explained in this response.

2.

Origins of APD. APD is a tax specific to the aviation sector that was introduced in the United
Kingdom in 1994 in order to broaden the general revenue base and in recognition of the fact
that the sector was under-taxed due to zero rating for VAT and exemption from fuel tax1.

3.

Aviation is under-taxed. RHC’s view is that the aviation sector is significantly under-taxed
compared with other sectors of the economy, and the low rate of aviation taxation has inflated
demand, particularly among leisure passengers (who account for the great majority of
passengers at Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted and Luton), to a level that would not exist if
aviation were taxed more proportionately. Low taxation of aviation also means that other taxes
have to be higher than they otherwise would be in order to make up for the shortfall from
aviation.

4.

Full and Fair Tax. The starting point for an assessment of the fairness of a tax is recognition
of the principle that all sectors of the economy should make a contribution to the overall tax
yield and that the contribution should be proportionate to the overall tax yield, because if one
sector is exempt from tax or pays less than its proportionate share then other sectors have to
pay more tax in order to carry the exempt or under-taxed sector. Under that basic principle of
fairness, no sector should be exempt or under-taxed unless there is an overwhelming policy
reason for doing so. The recovery from a Covid pandemic and resultant UK deficits and the
Government’s commitments to infrastructure investment are reminders that a reduction of tax
of an already under-taxed sector of the economy is surely out of the question, especially in the
absence of a robust rational case.

5.

We believe it essential that taxes, such as APD, VAT and fuel duty, be part of the overall
taxation budget for the UK, as needed to fund the Government’s expenditure. The taxes should
be borne by the participants in the value added chain through to the ultimate consumer. It is

1

Next, I propose to broaden the tax base ... First, air travel is under-taxed compared to other sectors
of the economy. It benefits not only from a zero rate of VAT; in addition, the fuel used in international air
travel, and nearly all domestic flights, is entirely free of tax. Kenneth Clark MP, Chancellor of the Exchequer
(Hansard, 30 November 1993, Column 934).
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important in our view that each sector of the economy should bear its full and fair share of
general taxes. Demand (depending on price elasticity) would reflect the full level of taxation.
6.

Tax Yield. Some taxes have general application across the economy, such as income tax and
VAT. Other taxes are specific to sectors, such as APD. In order to determine whether the rates
of APD impose an excessive burden on the aviation sector, the yield from APD can be
compared with other sector-specific taxes. In an RHC report to the Airports Commission2
we analysed the comparative yields in 2012-13 and aviation was placed 10th in the list
from highest to lowest yield. We have no reason to expect a significant change in ranking,
not least because UK aviation broadly correlates with UK GDP.

7.

Aviation Fuel and VAT Exemption. Since the original rationale for introducing APD was in
effect as a surrogate tax on account of the exemptions that aviation has from fuel duty and
VAT, a comparison between the amount collected in APD and the amount that the aviation
sector does not pay in fuel duty and VAT would provide a reasonably precise measure of
whether APD is fair. We estimated in the above report that in 2012-13 the value of VAT and
fuel duty exemptions were around £12.3 billion, which after deducting the APD of £2.8 billion
resulted in a net tax exemption of £9.5 billion. The current Consultation Report says £3.6
billion of APD was raised in 2019-20. We have not examined in detail the recent value of VAT
and fuel duty exemption but there has been a significant increase in the number of passenger
as well as some inflation since 2012-13. The VAT and fuel duty exemptions, if escalated in
line with actual APD, would be an estimated £15.8 billion in 2019-20 or £12.2 billion net
of actual APD, Covid impact excepted.

8.

International-to-International (I-I) Transfers Exemption. RHC on other occasions has
argued that I-I transfers at Heathrow should not be exempt from APD. The exemption was
introduced in 19943. We estimate, as detailed later, an APD exemption of £0.76 billion in 2019,
for example. Circumstances that gave rise to the exemption in 1994 are quite different today.
The Airports Commission said in its Report on Heathrow expansion that I-I transfers provide
little economic value to the UK (a view supported by RHC and consultants Oxera and PWC).
I-I transfers do not materially support otherwise unviable long-haul routes and the claim they
do is fiction, and instead they use capacity on popular routes that could better be used by UK
terminating passengers including people doing UK business.

9.

The evidence shows that Heathrow has little or no value as a hub airport. Around 25% of
Heathrow’s passenger capacity is provided to support I-I transfers. Heathrow’s 3rd runway
expansion adds 43 mppa passengers at Heathrow by 2050 but only 26 mppa to the UK total
number of passengers because Heathrow causes a reduction of 17 mppa in growth at other UK
airports, which is quite contrary to “levelling-up” that is now Government policy. Of the 26
mppa, 16 mppa are additional I-I transfers, which means 62% of the additional UK passengers
from expansion of Heathrow would be I-I transfers. There would be only 10 mppa additional

2

Proposal for providing additional airport capacity in the longer term, July 2013 (see RHC website).
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In 1994 Air Passenger Duty was introduced with an exemption for transfer passengers for the
specific purpose of encouraging transfers at UK airports (primarily Heathrow). Sir John Cope MP (Paymaster
General) said “We are concerned to maintain the international position of the British air transport industry
particularly that of Britain’s hub airports, such as Heathrow, and to help the airlines serving them, by
preventing the tax from acting as a disincentive to passengers changing planes in Britain.” (Hansard, 31 Jan
1994, Col. 643)
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terminating passengers across the UK as a whole by 2050. These numbers are DfT data detailed
in the APNS and largely supported by the Airports Commission but ignored by parliament.
Nationally, this is small return on the substantial investment of £30 billion plus for Heathrow
expansion. The extensive research by RHC on I-I transfers using DfT and Airports Commission
data can viewed in a report4 on RHC’s website.
10. Operationally, the point-to-point argument is increasingly secure as seen by the demise of the
ultra-large A380 and Boeing 747. The hub busting Dreamliner and A321 aircraft are in the
ascent. JetBlue, the US carrier, will be starting a low cost daily service between Heathrow and
New York this summer with services to/from Boston in the near future. The routes will use
the A321 Long Range (LR) wide-body aircraft, which has the economics of a single-aisle
aircraft best suited to point-to-point service.
11. The Airports Commission and DfT have long predicted a decline in I-I transfers if Heathrow
were not expanded. We suggest removal of the APD exemption will accelerate this decrease
and free up 25% of Heathrow’s existing capacity for UK terminating passengers. Economically
this is surely preferable to spending £30 billion plus on expansion to largely support APD
exempt I-I transfers.
12. APD should not be an environment tax. If there are externalities, for example environmental
costs, such as those arising from aviation carbon emissions, air pollution and noise, then in our
view they should be mitigated by the polluter investing in remedial action (such as less noisy
aircraft and operations), failing which harm should be reduced by a reduction in demand, which
itself is based on full and fair taxation. We believe the Government, generally speaking, should
not use general taxation as an instrument to reduce demand in order to reduce harm caused by
a polluter; the funds raised are not available to be re-invested by the polluter in remedial action
but instead are best used to fund government expenditure. In other words, we would rather see
full and fair levels of APD as a general tax and not as a means to intervene in the market for
controlling the structure or operation of the aviation market, including reduction of carbon,
noise and air pollution. As an environment tax APD would lead to conflicting objectives,
inefficiencies and ineffective intervention.
13. Sectors are targeted for “moral purpose” taxation - such as smoking, alcohol, gambling and
environment damage but the amounts levied are never sufficient to deliver the ostensible policy
justification because the “vices” become reliable revenue cash cows. The justification for APD
should be confined to that of fiscal equity, the “fair” contribution of aviation for general
revenue needs; giving APD an “environmental” gloss merely confuses the debate about how
to achieve aviation carbon reduction.
14. Treasury proposals. The Treasury’s proposals are contrary to the approach we advocate here,
since the proposals seek to use APD to intervene in the domestic aviation market and to control
carbon emissions in the international aviation market.
15. Current APD and RHC Proposed APD. Figure 1 over-page shows RHC’s estimates of UK
passengers and APD in 2019 totalling £3.6 billion (excluding exempt I-I transfers). These are

4

Revised Draft Airports National Policy Statement: new runway capacity and infrastructure at
airports in the South East of England Department for Transport. A Response from Richmond Heathrow
Campaign Initial Report 19th December 2017, First Addendum 1st January 2018 and Second Addendum 2nd
February 2018 (see RHC website).
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based on escalating actual 2016 passenger numbers to an estimate for 2019 and then estimating
APD to equal actual total APD in 2019 using current APD rates. The analysis should be
treated as an approximation. APD calculations assume short haul ranges up to 2,000 miles and
APD being applied to departing passengers on international flights, i.e. in Figure 1 half the
number of international passengers but on both departing and arriving domestic passengers.
16. Figure 1 also shows the APD for 2019 if Full and Fair APD were to have been applied in the
way we propose, based on the total APD of £15.8 billion referred to in paragraph 7. I-I transfers
(where passengers do not leave the aircraft) are currently exempt from APD but we have
calculated additional APD of £0.76 billion a year at current APD rates and £2.8 billion were
this exemption repealed and full and fair taxation applied. As explained in paragraph 11, if
Heathrow were not expanded then I-I transfers are likely to decrease significantly but can be
replaced by UK terminating passengers and so a similar APD charge would arise. An expanded
Heathrow may support continuation of I-I transfers and the calculated APD, should the
exemption be removed. In calculating the I-I transfers APD, we examined the I-I transfers
market in detail using DfT data and divided the two transfer legs into short-short, short-long
and long-long haul, which results in 2016 in around 38% short haul and 62% long haul.

Figure 1. Current APD and RHC Proposed Full and Fair APD, 2019
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17. The calculations in Figure 1 make no assumption about passenger numbers varying as a result
of increased APD being passed through to ticket prices by the airlines and the impact of price
elasticity on demand.
18. Full and Fair APD taxation on UK terminating passengers would require perhaps as much as
a 360% increase to £13 billion a year from £3.6 billion, and would best be introduced over a
number of years. Figure 1 shows an additional APD charge applied to I-I transfers of £2.8
billion a year. The total additional estimated tax is £12.2 billion a year (£15.8 bn - £3.6 bn).
19. Heathrow’s airlines and passengers would experience an increase from £1.5 billion to £5.4
billion and I-I transfers would start with a charge of £2.8 billion a year. Heathrow serves
around 28% of the UK passenger market (see Figure 1) but its passenger-kms are probably
around 50% (we do not have exact details), which explains why Heathrow’s APD is around
40% of the UK total and would be around 50% if I-I transfers were subject to APD. Heathrow’s
carbon footprint is around 50% of the UK total aviation footprint.
20. Air fares. The components of the average UK full single one-way ticket price for a UK
departing flight in 2016 are shown in Figure 2, as estimated by the DfT in the APNS. The
values are averages weighted by the number of passengers in each market. A 360% increase
in APD to full and fair taxation of aviation would increase the APD component of £11 to £53
resulting in an increase in average ticket price from £117 to £160, i.e. a 37% increase
(assuming the 2019 fares were unchanged from 2016 fares). But Figure 2 carbon prices were
prepared when the Climate Change Committee were promoting an 80% reduction by 2050 in
carbon from 1990 levels. Following stiffer requirements by the Paris Agreement this has now
been revised to 100% (i.e. net zero). We believe the carbon component in the ticket price
would be higher. APD at a full and fare rate would replace the need for much if not all the
carbon component and therefore the air fare might not increase as a result of full and fair APD.
We suggest this is a viable option economically and commercially if introduced over time.
Components of Average UK full single one-way air ticket price in 2016 in 2016 money terms £
2016

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Fuel

23

28

31

30

28

25

24

Carbon

1

8

13

18

22

25

29

Other costs

83

75

73

73

73

73

73

APD

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

Ticket price £

117

121

128

132

134

135

137

Carbon £/CO2e

4

41

77

113

149

185

221

Oil $/bbl

45

67

80

80

80

80

80

Figure 2, Source: DfT ANPS 2017 (incl. rounding)

Errata: Please note that an earlier version of this report contained two errors in paragraph 20 and Figure 3. In the
case of Full and Fair APD the APD component of ticket price now reads as £53, instead of £40, and the ticket
price as £160, instead of £157.
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21. Figure 3 shows the Current APD and proposed Full and Fair APD and resultant ticket prices.
Average UK full single one-way air
ticket price

Current APD

Proposed Full & Fair APD

Ticket price excl APD

£107

£107

APD

£11

£53

Ticket price

£117

£160

Figure 3. Current APD ticket price: DfT ANPS 2017 (incl rounding)

22. Airline Revenues. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate RHC estimates of Airline Revenues using the
Baseline unconstrained estimates and the Net Zero carbon estimates of demand in the 6th
Carbon Budget, December 2020 (see Figure 5 Annex B). The Baseline demand ends with 478
mppa in 2050 compared to the Net Zero Carbon demand of 365 mppa. We have multiplied the
demand in each year by a constant ticket price of £107 single-way before APD. In other words
we have not adjusted for a carbon cost and we assume the 2019 price approximates the 2016
ticket price in Figure 2. We have then added the 2019 APD of £3.6 billion adjusted pro-rata for
annual changes in demand to chart the Airline Revenues with the Current APD system. The
Airline Revenues with Full and Fair APD start potentially with our estimate of £15.8 billion
in 2019 and are adjusted annually pro-rata with demand. But we have introduced the Full and
Fair APD from 2026 gradually building up to a full charge by 2030, recognising the industry
needs to recover from Covid. It should be stressed that we have not adjusted demand to reflect
varied APD charges and hence ticket prices. In practice, the introduction of Full and Fair APD
may reduce demand from the Baseline to a level approaching the Net Zero Carbon profile.

Figure 5. RHC prepared estimates for illustration only.
Demand: 6th Carbon Budget, 2020; Ticket price: DfT
APNS 2017; APD as per this Report.

Figure 4. RHC prepared estimates for illustration only.
Demand: 6th Carbon Budget, 2020; Ticket price: DfT
APNS, 2017; APD as per this Report.

23. The Current APD system is shown with the APD exemption for I-I transfers continuing. If the
exemption were repealed it would add about £0.75 billion at the start rising to say £1.25 billion
in 2050. The Revenues with Full and Fair APD include APD on I-I transfers. We assume any
7

reduction in I-I transfers is offset by additional terminating passengers but we have not adjusted
for different travel patterns between substituting I-I transfers and terminating passengers.
24. Figure 6 shows the APD rates for the Current APD system and the RHC proposed Full and
Fair APD system, based on an average UK full one-way single ticket price, excluding APD of
£107.

Figure 6. Current APD rate based on APD of £3.6 bn and Full and Fair APD
on £15.8 bn.

25.

Impact of APD on Demand. Whether there is a reduction in APD as proposed by the Treasury
or an increase as we propose, there needs to be an assessment of the impact on demand of
changes to APD in the several aviation markets taking account of price elasticity. Potentially
there is an inflection point whereby a marginal increase in ticket price results in a reduction in
tax raised due to gain being more than offset by the reduction in demand. At the other extreme
where APD is low, a change may have little effect on demand.

26. Figure 7 over page shows the passenger demand in 2016 analysed by purpose of travel. Also
shown is our calculation of the APD, which should be treated as approximate. Leisure travel
data analysed by airport is not immediately at hand.
27. It can be seen that it is estimated Leisure UK resident international travel accounted for 54%
of total APD in 2016. Leisure foreign residents international accounted for 24% of total APD.
Presumably leisure passengers are more sensitive to price than business passengers and an
increase in APD to full and fair value could materially reduce leisure travel demand but less
so for business demand. It would be helpful if the DfT were to publish the price sensitivities.
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Figure 7. RHC estimate of APD in 2016 using DfT passenger data for purpose of travel.

28. EU Aviation Tax. EU finance ministers5 recently expressed broad support for upcoming
proposals for a Europe-wide tax on kerosene jet fuel used in aircraft. Aviation fuel is legally
exempt from taxes under the Chicago Convention, 1944, but this exemption only covers the
fuel in an aircraft on arrival at a destination and not the fuel the aircraft loads at their
destination. Jet fuel taken on for domestic aviation has been taxed for many years in countries
such as the US, Australia, Japan, Canada and Saudi Arabia. The EU seem to be treating a
potential fuel tax as in effect an environmental tax to reduce carbon emissions by reducing
demand. It seems perverse for the UK government to be considering APD reduction in absolute
terms given the carbon issue and in relative terms as the EU considers introducing a fuel duty.
29. Additionally, the UK has lead the recent G7 meeting to consider world wide corporate taxes
and the race to the bottom is on the way to being reversed. Surely, the UK Government should
not still pursue the race to the bottom on aviation tax but should recognize the futility as it has
done with corporate taxes.
30. We believe the EU and other UK neighbours will need to raise aviation taxes to achieve net
zero carbon thus avoiding the UK being uncompetitive.
31. Instead of seeking a reduction in domestic APD for political reasons and pressure from
the aviation industry and use of international APD as a means of pollution control, we
urge the Government to start the process of increasing APD on domestic and
international flights to a Full and Fair level as a general tax and to repeal the APD
exemption of International-to-International transfers.
Q2. What evidence can you provide about the impact of an effective reduction in the domestic
rate of APD on Union and regional connectivity?
32. In theory a reduction in the rate of domestic APD, if passed on to customers via the air ticket
price, should release any pent-up demand for additional domestic journeys. The Consultation
does not provide evidence of pent-up demand and how that might alter the pattern of
5

Financial Times 22 May 2021
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connectivity between the members of the UK Union and within the areas of each member. We
believe this evidence is needed.
33. It seems possible that one unintended consequence of reducing APD on domestic flights is to
encourage passengers to fly to Heathrow, Stansted and Gatwick for onward international
flights, thereby weakening the case for more international flights from other UK airports and
the levelling-up that the Government seeks.
34. Figure 8 shows London and the South East having a 42% market share of UK aviation ground
origin; we do not have the population numbers for this area but it seems likely that a much
higher proportion of people living in London and the South East fly and more frequently than
elsewhere in the UK. The area is also well served by Gatwick, Heathrow, Luton and Stansted.
Manchester serves the North West and Yorkshire & Humberside.

Figure 8. Regional ground origins of passenger journeys and modelled percentage share comparison of
ground origins. APNS 2017 data prepared by the DfT and CAA.

35. Annex A details the passengers numbers, aircraft movements and loads for each UK airport.
The data is divided into domestic and international flights with the latter broken into scheduled,
low cost carrier and charter. The numbers of destinations are also shown. We are strongly in
support of the larger airports outside the South East providing much of the growth in
international air services. This would support the Government’s levelling up agenda and
reduce the concentration of aviation in the South East. Spread across several airports this
should disperse adverse environmental impacts and could be achieved within the planning
approvals already granted, without otherwise requiring airport expansion.
36. We believe there is a case for allocating a greater proportion of the proposed increase in APD
to a full and fair tax level to international flights in London and the South East as
supplementary APD with a commensurate reduction of APD at other UK airports. But we do
not believe the same approach should be adopted for domestic flights. We do not have detail
of particular domestic connectivity issues but recommend that APD not be used to resolve
these. The Government already applies Public Service Obligations to 22 domestic routes and
we believe this system and other economic and social tools be used instead of APD.
37. We do not support using APD to micro-manage competition between airports, regions or
members of the Union. There is potential competition between the UK and two EU airports Dublin and Schipol, both available for transfers. However, with the imperative that the EU deal
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with climate change, either through the introduction of a fuel duty or otherwise, the EU ticket
prices should rise also.
Q3. How would a reduction in the effective rate of domestic APD affect airlines? Will the
benefits be passed onto consumers in ticket prices or retained by airlines?
38. Presumably each airline weighs up the profitability of the domestic routes with the aim of
maximising risk adjusted profit; The profit margin will depend on price and demand and
variable operating costs and clearly price elasticity comes into play as well as economies of
scale. We are not in a position to comment on the detail or indeed the aggregate impact of a
reduction in APD, but we strongly believe the assessment also needs to consider an increase
in APD to full and fair levels of taxation as discussed in Question 1.
Q4. Which domestic air routes, if any, are likely to be introduced/restart following any
effective reduction in the domestic rate of APD, and what wider benefits would these routes
provide?
39. RHC is not in a position to comment other than to say an increase to Full and Fair APD should
be assessed also.
Q5. Which existing domestic air routes, if any, would benefit from an increased number of
services following any effective reduction in the domestic rate of APD, and what wider benefits
would these routes provide?
40. RHC is not in a position to comment other than to say an increase to Full and Fair APD should
be assessed also.
Q6. By how much would you estimate that the number of passengers currently flying
domestically increase?
41. RHC is not in a position to comment other than to say an increase to Full and Fair APD should
be assessed also.
Q7. What could the environmental impact of reducing the effective domestic rate of APD be?
How could any negative impacts be mitigated?
42. Much attention today is being given to carbon. But the risk is that aviation noise and air
pollution are forgotten. No mention is made in the Consultation of the emerging fleet changes
towards net zero carbon propulsion. If this includes propeller propulsion powered by electricity
(battery or hydrogen fuel cell) in order to replace combustion of kerosene jet fuel then the
golden trio of net zero carbon, zero noise and zero air pollution appear on the horizon. Zero
noise is perhaps overstating the possibilities but an Aviation Policy that seeks three zeros
would be of enormous benefit to the public. Domestic routes that involve under 100
passengers and 1000 nautical miles are the best candidates in the next five to ten years for this
triple whammy. The alternative of green hydrogen as a combustion fuel may solve the carbon
but not the noise and not all the air pollution emissions. The other propulsion alternatives rely
on recycling of carbon as biofuels or syn fuels and technically may be a lesser challenge.
Probably the use of sustainable aviation fuels (SAFs) would be retained preferably for long
haul flights for some years to come, given the volume issue with hydrogen and the weight issue
with batteries. We discuss carbon abatement in Annex B.
43. The Treasury stands to lose substantial tax revenue as road vehicles transition from petrol and
diesel to electric (or hydrogen) over the next 10 to 15 years. Yet the up-keep of the road
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infrastructure will remain and may need to cope with even more traffic that is no longer
constrained by pollution restrictions. A similar scenario could develop with aviation, depending
on the link between carbon and APD and fuel duty as discussed here, with aviation now legally
bound to a net zero carbon pathway.
44. We referred in Question 2 to the reduction in APD leading to a further concentration of long
haul flights at Heathrow and other South East airports with the undesirable concentration of
noise and air pollution. We provide a suggestion in Annex B whereby the carbon reduction
pathway for UK aviation is allocated to each airport across the UK. We see this as a fair way
to share the economics of aviation and carbon reduction. We do not believe APD should be
used to manage environmental issues.
Q8. What could the impact of reducing the effective domestic rate of APD be on other modes
of transport (e.g. road/rail)?
45. RHC is not in a position to comment other than to say an increase to Full and Fair APD should
be assessed also. We believe the balance between aviation and rail and even road should be
tilted away from domestic aviation; road and rail modes are likely to progress at a faster pace
than domestic aviation towards net zero carbon. One of our long term aims is to support better
surface access to UK airports and the changing fleet of road vehicles heading towards net zero
carbon probably needs re-addressing. Surface access does affect each airport’s catchment area
and does need to be brought into account in assessing connectivity and the overall cost and
convenience of flying. As we say on several occasions in our response, we do not believe APD
should be used to manage carbon imbalances.
Q9. If the effective rate of domestic APD is reduced, would you favour the introduction of a
return leg exemption or a new domestic rate? What would you see as the comparative risks
and benefits of these options?
46. We suggest this question address an increase in APD also. We broadly support the Treasury’s
views expressed in the Consultation that reject the introduction of a return leg exemption for
domestic aviation. Furthermore, The National Economics Foundation recently made a strong
case for carbon emissions on both departures and arrivals being accounted for by airports and
we believe similar reasoning applies to APD as a tax6.
Q10. Is there an alternative approach to reducing the effective rate of APD on domestic
flights, that you think would be more appropriate than either of the options identified?
47. No further comment to our Question 9 response.
A RETURN LEG EXEMPTION
Q11. What are your views on the way a return leg exemption could operate as set out in
paragraph 2.8? What are the benefits and risks of this proposal? What amendments would
you suggest, if any?
48. No further comment to our Question 9 response.

6

National Economics Foundation: Turbulence Expected The Climate Cost of Airport Expansion, May

2021.
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Q12. Do airlines currently differentiate between single and return tickets in their booking
systems and, if so, how?
49. No further comment to our Question 9 response.
13 What evidence could airlines provide to HMRC to demonstrate that a passenger was
travelling on a return ticket?
50. No further comment to our Question 9 response.
14 If the return leg exemption were to be introduced, how quickly could airlines integrate it
within their operating systems to allow them to them to provide evidence to HMRC on their
APD liabilities?
51. No further comment to our Question 9 response.
15 Are there any particular considerations around the application of a return leg exemption
to business jets, in light of how business jets are operated?
52. No further comment to our Question 9 response.
A NEW BAND FOR DOMESTIC FLIGHTS
Q16. Do you agree with the government’s initial position that a new domestic band would be
the most appropriate approach to reducing the rate of APD on domestic flights?
53. No. We believe there should be an increase in APD on domestic flights across the board to a
Full and Fair level of taxation.
Q17. What are your views on the way a new domestic rate could operate as set out in
paragraph 2.11? What are the benefits and risks of this proposal? What amendments would
you suggest, if any?
54. No further comment.
Q18. If a new domestic rate were to be introduced, how quickly could airlines integrate it
within their operating systems to allow them to them to provide evidence to HMRC on their
APD liabilities?
55. No further comment.
INTERNATIONAL DISTANCE BANDS
Q19. Do you agree with the government’s initial policy position that the number of APD
distance bands should be increased? In your view, what would be the positive and negative
effects of such a change, particularly in light of the government’s objectives for aviation tax?
56. We support an increase from the existing two band structure (0-2,000 miles and 2,000 plus)
to a three band structure and that suggested by the Treasury seems reasonable (0-2,000 miles;
2,000-5,500 miles; and 5,500 miles plus). As with the current two-band structure, the Russian
Federation would be split east and west of the Urals. However, we note that Airbus’
Powertrain Timeline for introducing net-zero carbon aircraft is as shown in Figure 9.
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Year introduced
commercially
Seats
Max Range

2023

2026

2030

2035

2040

10-20 seats

50-100 seats

100-200 seats

200+ seats

200+ seats

500 nm

1,000 nm

2,000 nm

3,000 nm

5,000 nm

Figure 9. Airbus Powertrain Timeline for net-zero or hybrid aircraft commercialisation

57. Whether a similar band structure above 2,000 nautical miles makes sense is perhaps worth
considering. The Figure 9 forecast is of course uncertain but there may be a point in having a
break between 2,000 nm and 5,000 nm. We note that the Consultation makes no reference to
the changing composition of aircraft fleets needed to reach net-zero-carbon and probably
should do. But we do not believe APD should be used to manage carbon reduction.
58. Figure 10 shows the number of international destinations versus destination distance for
Heathrow in 2016. Around 60% of the destinations in terms of ATMs are under 2,000 nautical
miles and the annual average loads for this market segment are under 200 passengers per flight.
These conditions suit emerging aircraft propulsion and design requirements.

Figure 10. Prepared by RHC from DfT APNS data 2017

Q20. What could the impact on the environment of a change to the banding structure? How
could any negative environmental impacts be mitigated?
59. No further comment.
Q21. What evidence can you provide about the impact of an increase in the number of APD
distance bands on international connectivity?
60. No further comment.
Q22. Which of the policy options for increasing the number of international distance bands
do you think is most appropriate? Please explain your answer.
61. No further comment.
Q23. Is there an alternative banding structure that could better meet the government’s
objectives as outlined in paragraph 1.1?
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62. We have already suggested that international flights from London and the South East might be
given an APD supplement in order to assist levelling up. This regional or Union levelling up
is more broad based than APD on domestic flights micro-management at individual airports.
An APD supplement could be applied to night flights or APD could be re-branded as an energy
tax but the former links APD with noise pollution and the latter with carbon pollution, and we
believe a broad passenger tax is preferable.
63. We believe it preferable to keep the tax simple and not introduce too many bands and
exemptions, as these give rise to people trying to find ways around the tax and the distortion
of competition.
64. We are not aware of the detailed bases on which the reduced and standard rates of APD are set.
But we believe it important not to add additional rates or try and relate the rates to carbon
emissions. APD should be a general tax to ensure aviation provides a fair yield.
65. On the subject of devolved powers to members of the Union, we are not in favour of the rates
and tax base being devolved. We do think that the use of the additional tax collected could be
devolved to members of the Union, which could be a helpful way of gaining their support and
more generally supporting the less well off.
Q24. If a new international distance band structure were to be introduced, how quickly could
airlines integrate it within their operating systems to allow them to them to provide evidence
to HMRC on their APD liabilities?
66. No further comment.
FREQUENT FLYER LEVY
Q25. Do you agree with the government’s assessment that APD should remain as the principal
tax on the aviation sector? Would you propose any alternative tax measures which could
further align the aviation tax framework with the government’s environmental objectives?
67. Yes. APD should remain as the principal tax on the aviation sector and in our view is
preferable to a fuel duty that the EU is considering. APD is broader based and with technology
leading to new propulsion systems replacing fossil fuels we believe it is better suited to the
longer term passenger use. We do not support an additional carbon tax, if after levying a Full
and Fair APD, net zero carbon is still not achieved. Instead we propose carbon targets for each
airport, not dissimilar from the night quota system used to control noise at designated airports
in the UK. We comment on such a system in Annex B. It is not part of the tax system dealt
with by this consultation but is an important adjunct on the subject of aviation decarbonisation
and should be helpful in placing the tax in the wider context concerning the future of aviation.
68. We have not discussed freight and while a high proportion of freight is carried in the belly-hold
of passenger aircraft, it seems possible that in order to accommodate new heavier propulsion
systems, especially on long haul flights, there may be a need for an increase in the proportion
of dedicated freight flights. The Consultation does not discuss air freight and we believe
taxation of freight does need consideration.
69. We broadly agree with the Treasury’s reasons for rejecting a Frequent Flyer Levy either as an
adjunct to APD or its replacement. APD is already a disincentive to distance travelled and
every time a passenger takes a flight. Also, an APD supplement for London and the South East
that we have suggested be considered for international flights would have further disincentive
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in the area probably with the highest proportion of frequent flyers. Broadly we are not in
support of pollution taxes as explained in our response to question 1.
70. A frequent flyer levy would send the wrong signal: flying in ever greater numbers can continue
without restriction so long as the levy is paid.
71. As to whether a frequent flyer levy would reduce demand, we are back to the issue touched on
in answer to previous questions about how far the demand for flying is price sensitive. With
APD in place for more than twenty-five years, the Treasury should have reached a view by now
one way or the other.
72. In considering levels of demand and supressed demand, it is necessary to distinguish between
business and leisure flying: the former accounts for a much smaller share of passengers than
the latter overall and at the main UK airports (including at Heathrow, although Heathrow
figures are distorted by the large number of overseas transfer passengers). It has never been
suggested that the APD element in air tickets dissuades businessmen from seeking or
discharging contracts in other parts of the UK or overseas. But actual and potential leisure
passengers – or at least some of them - may be more price sensitive than businessmen, and
APD has been criticised as deterring people with small disposable incomes from leisure flying.
73. It is certainly the case that leisure flying by UK nationals is done largely by those with higher
incomes, and that about half the population never takes leisure flights (whether from absolute
or relative poverty or for other reasons has not been determined). But the costs of flying, with
or without APD, must be a small fraction of overall holiday costs (hotel, meals, drink,
entertainments, presents, etc), so it is the total cost rather than the APD element that is more
likely to deter lower income households from leisure flying. Since leisure accounts for most
passengers at UK airports, it is leisure flying that must be largely responsible for driving the
increase in UK aviation carbon emissions, a fact that has seen little publicity. Measures that
stimulate still more leisure flying would therefore be going in the wrong direction if the
emissions are to be reduced or even halted. On the other hand, an increase in APD rates would
enable, for example, income tax thresholds to be raised, a fiscal change that lower income
households may welcome to help meet their more pressing needs than a flying holiday.

Annex A Airport passenger, ATM, load and destination statistics, 2016
Annex B Airport carbon reduction to net zero 2019-2050.
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ANNEX B
Aviation Tax Reform
HM Treasury Consultation
Response from Richmond Heathrow Campaign
Annex B Airport carbon reduction to net zero 2019-2050.
1.

The RHC response to the Treasury on APD recommends APD as a general aviation tax and
not an environmental tax to control carbon emissions. We recommend that the reduction to
net zero carbon be managed on an airport by airport base using a quota system and a limit
on number flights in a similar manner to that applied to night flight noise.

2.

While not strictly a response to the APD Consultation, we take the opportunity here in
Annex B to explain our thinking on obtaining aviation net zero carbon, because the demand
resulting from a Full and Fair level of APD feeds into the achieving the net zero carbon
target. Also there are wide-held views that APD should in some way be used as an
environmental tax and the Consultation does raise the issue of a Frequent Flyer Levy. We
rejected the Levy in our main response and we believe additionally that carbon can be
managed without a levy as outlined in this Annex B.

3.

We provide a brief synopsis of the Climate Change Committee’s 6th Carbon Budget,
December 2020 and then suggest how carbon can be managed.

4.

The Climate Change Committee’s 6th Carbon Budget, December 2020, shows un-mitigated
carbon from UK aviation (Baseline) rising from 39 MTCO2e in 2018 to 51 MTCO2e in
2050, based on passenger demand of 292 mppa in 2018 rising to an unconstrained 478 mppa
in 2050. The 6th Carbon Budget shows the unconstrained carbon being reduced by 12
MTCO2e per annum to 39 MTCO2e by 2050 through ‘Demand Management’ that
constrains the growth in number of terminal passengers to 365 mppa in 2050. The 39
MTCO2e is further reduced by 16 MTCO2e to 23 MTCO2 per annum by 2050, through
efficiencies and sustainable aviation fuels that each remove 8 MTCO2e, as shown in Figure
1. This is shown on a temporal basis in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Prepared by RHC from 6th Carbon Budget.
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Figure 2. 6th Carbon Budget Data Set

5.

The following table developed by RHC from the 6th Carbon Budget shows the fuels and the
power in tetra watt hours (TWh) that propel UK aviation in 2050 and for comparison in
2018. Figure 3 is shown on a temporal basis in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Prepared by RHC from 6th carbon Budget.
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Figure 4. 6th Carbon Budget Data Set.

6.

Figure 4 raises a question as to whether APD (as we suggest) or a fuel tax (as the EU is is
considering) should be linked to the fossil jet (kerosene) that is being reduced by efficiencies
and replaced by sustainable fuels. No doubt the Treasury is considering a similar issue in
relation to road vehicle taxation as electrification takes place. We suggest that APD is
neither a fuel tax nor energy tax but a user tax (i.e. passenger based), notwithstanding that
in deciding on a Full and Fair value or yield we have suggested forgone fuel duty and VAT
be used as a basis of the initial calculation.

7.

The Climate Change Committee says in the 6th carbon Budget "Impact of demand policies.
Although we have assessed how much efficiency and SAF costs would subtract/add to an
indicative trans-Atlantic ticket price, our analysis is only taking the outputs of DfT
modelling, and we do not have the ability to feed the specific decarbonisation costs back in
to the demand framework to calculate the impact on passenger demand. This limitation also
applies to demand management policies – DfT modelling internally assumes a rising carbon
price, which reduces demand from an original counterfactual scenario, but CCC again only
take the outputs after this internal carbon pricing is applied to demand. The particular
policies that might be utilised to manage demand could have different impacts on ticket
prices (e.g. carbon pricing, frequent flier levy, VAT, fuel duty, APD reform, airport capacity
management).CCC analysis has focused on the outcomes (demand, fuel and emissions),
rather than prescribing or modelling the policy method for achieving the demand levels
required."

8.

Figure 5 shows the DfT forecast of UK passenger demand used in the 6th Carbon Budget.
The Baseline (black) reaches 478 mppa in 2050 but is reduced to the Balanced Net Zero of
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365 mppa (red) through ‘Demand Management', although the Climate Change Committee
does not say what ‘Demand Management' is proposed. The other lines on the chart are
sensitivities. The point made here is to question what extent would the APD reduce the
baseline 65% growth (2018-2050) to 25% growth? We cannot see how possibly the
Treasury's APD proposals will result in demand being no more than 365 mppa by 2050. Our
Full and Fair APD proposal is much more likely to result in demand satisfying the net-zero
carbon requirements that are now a legal necessity. But the DfT needs to undertake the
modelling. The introduction of fuel duty along the lines being considered by the EU might
result in a material reduction in demand but as we point out above, the fossil fuel proportion
is set to be reduced, so a fuel duty may become less effective over time.

Figure 5. Prepared by RHC from 6th Carbon Budget data Set

9.

Figure 6 details an approximation of the carbon emissions from UK airports in 2018
amounting to 39 MTCO2e. We have used the actual emissions in 2016 as reported by the
DfT in preparation of the Airports National Policy Statement, 2017, and then pro-rated by
airport the increase to total emissions in 2018, as reported in the 6th carbon Budget. We have
then projected forward to 2050 using the 6th Carbon Budget Base Case emissions of 51
MTCO2e, as referred to in Figure 1 above. Figure 6 shows the abatement by demand
management, efficiencies and fuels to 23 MT CO2e, as recorded in Figure 1 but allocated
to each airport based on the 2016 proportion of total emissions. We do not have access to
DfT modelled data so have had to adopt this approximation.

10.

Figure 7 details the demand management using the 6th carbon Budget Base Case of 478 mppa
in 2050 reduced to 365 mppa and again we have pro-rated the reduction by airport in
proportion to 2016 demand analysed by airport.

4

Figure 6. Total allocated by airport on basis of 2016 carbon emissions. Prepared by
RHC.

Figure 7. Total allocated by airport on basis of 2016 passenger
demand. Prepared by RHC.
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11.

We expect that Full and Fair APD would reduce the demand from the Base Case depending
on price elasticity. What demand remains to be reduced, if any, we suggest should be
included with the abatement measures of efficiency and fuel replacement in an airport quota
system so as to achieve the total carbon emissions of no more than 23 MTCO2e by 2050.

12.

Figure 8 illustrates Figure 6 in chart form. It clearly shows that carbon abatement should be
focussed on Heathrow, Gatwick and Manchester. A quota system for carbon emissions set
every five years, possibly with an overriding limit on aircraft movements, could be
developed on similar basis to that used for night flight noise management. This system
would leave the three airports to decide how to fine tune their operations and carbon
reduction in conjunction with the airlines. It would be a far better way of managing carbon
emissions than a national tax such as APD.

13.

There are criticisms of the night time quota system that suggest the ceiling has not been
reduced in a timely manner and that it has exerted insufficient pressure on airlines to reduce
noise. However, a carbon quota system would flow directly from the CCC’s carbon budgets
approved by parliament and little if any scope to avoid meeting targets in a timely basis and
ultimately net zero by 2050. The quotas should be included in each airports Action Plans.

Figure 8. Prepared by RHC from details in Figure 6

14.

There could be lighter touch management of the carbon emissions from all the other airports,
which individually are small contributors to carbon but in aggregate do make a difference.
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In practice, many of the services from the smaller airports are short distance with small loads
and potentially early candidates for electric and hybrid propulsion aircraft.
15.

We end on the note that restates our aim of achieving net zero carbon and zero noise and
zero air pollution.

Contact details:
Peter Willan, BSc Eng(Hons), MBA, ARSM, FCMA, FEI, HonRCM
Chair, Richmond Heathrow Campaign
Action@richmondheathrowcampaign.org
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